Quantum-Guided Molecular mechanics (Q2MM) can be used to derive transition state force fields (TSFFs) that allow the fast and accurate predictions of stereoselectivity for a wide range of catalytic enantioselective reactions. The basic ideas behind the derivation of TSFFs using Q2MM are discussed and the steps involved in obtaining a TSFF using the Q2MM code, publically available at github.com/q2mm, are shown. The applicability for a range of reactions, including several nonstandard applications of Q2MM, is demonstrated. Future developments of the method are also discussed.
The Importance of Stereoselective Synthesis
A basic tenet of stereochemistry is that the absolute configurations of chiral compounds have direct bearings on their interactions with other chiral compounds or systems. A critically important aspect of this principle arises in pharmaceutical chemistry. Two enantiomers of a chiral drug may have drastically different activities in a living organism due to differential interactions with chiral cellular components, such as proteins functioning as drug targets. The differences can be as great as one enantiomer of a drug having desired therapeutic effects, but the other having deleterious, toxic properties. 1 This concept has taken on increasing importance in recent years. Going back a few decades, pharmaceutical products were typically planar carbocyclic or heterocyclic compounds lacking chirality, which limited their specificity for interaction with drug targets. However, as described very effectively by others, 2 pharmaceutical development has now journeyed far beyond "Flatland" whereby in 2016, all of the top ten pharmaceutical products based on global sales were chiral entities, either as small molecule drugs or biologicals. 3 The economic impact is enormous, amounting to $83 billion in annual sales.
Consequently, there are well-recognized needs for methods in asymmetric synthesis that permit controlled construction of specific enantiomers of compounds. 4 Many such methods have been found through use of trial-and-error approaches to identify reagents or catalysts that provide products with high enantiomeric excess (e.e.). 5, 6 Experimental screening of large libraries of chiral reagents and catalysts are often conducted to identify the top performers. However, screening can be complicated by several factors such as major investments in time, supplies, and equipment, accessibility of chiral reagents and catalysts, reproducibility, and scalability. 7 An added element of complexity is the need for entirely new catalysts to obtain satisfactory performance for many applications. The new catalysts must be designed, synthesized, and finally validated experimentally, only then to be found, in many cases, not to meet performance standards.
To mitigate these challenges, there have been considerable efforts in recent years to develop methods that can predict the stereochemical outcome of reactions. This review describes how stereoselectivities can be calculated rapidly and reliably using the quantum-guided molecular mechanics (Q2MM) method 8, 9 developed in our laboratories over the last two decades. We review different approaches to the calculation of stereoselectivity and transition states (TSs) with an emphasis on force field methods, followed by an overview of the history and philosophy of Q2MM. We then present the steps involved in the derivation of a Q2MM TSFF and a few examples of the performance of Q2MM. Finally, we provide an overview of several alternative applications of Q2MM and future directions. Successful implementation of this and other methods can minimize the amount of experimental screening that must be performed to identify satisfactory reagents or catalysts, whether previously known or newly designed to meet specific needs.
question can be subdivided into three conceptually different approaches that are briefly reviewed: (i) correlations of physicochemical properties with stereoselectivity, (ii) electronic structure calculations of the stereoisomeric transition structures of a reaction and (iii) studies using classical molecular mechanics force fields. (i) Correlation methods. An early example of the first category is the "stereocartography" approach by Kozlowski and Lipkowitz. 10 Here, the differences in steric and electrostatic interactions around the chiral ligands is mapped in three dimensions and statistically correlated to observed stereoselectivities. This approach is conceptually similar to the Comparative Molecular Field Analysis (CoMFA) widely used in drug discovery and development. 11 More recently, Sigman and coworkers have used multidimensional correlation analyses between experimentally observed stereoselectivities and a wide range of physicochemical parameters describing the steric and electronic effects of substituents to develop predictive models of stereoselectivity. 12 An advantage of these statistical approaches is that the precise mechanism and stereoselecting step of the reaction do not need to be known. Like all correlation methods, the results of these QSAR-like methods depend on the training set chosen, and extrapolation beyond the structural elements contained in the training set needs to be carefully validated. 13 Furthermore, the lack of structural information about the stereoselecting transition state can be an impediment to the rational design of improved ligands in asymmetric catalysis.
(ii) Electronic structure calculations. The most common method to get more detailed insight into the structure of the stereocontrolling transition state(s) are explicit electronic structure calculations using wavefunction or density functional methods. This is an extremely active field with hundreds of studies reported annually. Here, only a few general trends and selected recent applications are mentioned.
The standard application of electronic structure methods is the calculation of the intermediates and transition structures involved in the catalytic cycle of an enantioselective reaction, followed by detailed analyses of the rate-and stereodetermining steps and, ideally, the formulation of experimentally verifiable hypotheses to validate the model. 14 While the exponential growth of computational power and the refinement of computational methods now allows the computation of realistic model systems in a reasonable amount of time, several conceptual problems remain. Obviously, only a limited number of mechanisms can be considered in such a study, and there is always the possibility that the real pathway is not calculated. Furthermore, the increasing size of the model systems not only exponentially increases the number of possible conformers that need to be explored, but also suggests that multiple conformations of the transition states are involved in the reaction pathways leading to the two possible stereoisomeric products. If the energy differences involved are small, as is often the case for enantioselective reactions, multiple pathways need to be Boltzmann-averaged for a realistic description of the reaction. 15 To achieve the acceleration necessary for the exploration of the conformational space, different strategies have been applied. One is to use QM/MM methods such as ONIOM 16 that combine a QM treatment of a small number of atoms involved in the reaction with a force field treatment of the remaining molecule. 17 Alternatively, the conformational search can be performed at a lower (e.g. semiempirical) level of theory and the located structures are automatically forwarded to higherlevel calculations. 18 Nevertheless, both methods are still too slow to allow for a comprehensive exploration of the conformational space.
(iii) Molecular mechanics force fields. An alternative approach is the treatment of the transition state using force field rather than electronic structure methods. Force field methods for transition states can be divided into general types ( Figure 1 ). 19 
Figure 1. Force field modeling schemes for transition states
Ground state force field mixing. The first group of methods uses ground state force fields describing reactants and products and mixing them to produce a reaction potential energy surface. This type of approach was pioneered by Warshel and coworkers, who developed the empirical valence bond theory (EVB). [20] [21] [22] In EVB (Eq. 1), the reaction potential energy surface is the lowest adiabatic state obtained from a secular matrix mixing diabatic states represented by ground state force fields (E 1 and E 2 , force field energies for reactant and product). The mixing term E 12 is a constant or a simple function of the reaction coordinate, generally determined by fitting to experiments. 23 The resulting energy surface E goes smoothly from the lowest energy of E 1 and E 2 when the difference between them is large, to a transition state, which is E 12 below the crossing point when E 1 equals E 2 .
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Please do not adjust margins (MCMM) method, 25 the reactive force field (RFF) from Rappé, 26 and other related 27 methods differ from EVB in the nature and source of data for the mixing term E 12 . Methods that use ground state force fields to treat transition states are easy to implement, can often apply published force field parameters, and have been widely used with considerable success. However, it is reasonable to expect that methods that are parameterized towards the transition state will perform better because they capture the essential features of the transition state more accurately. The SEAM method by Jensen and coworkers 28 can be considered a special case of EVB where the coupling term is set to zero, reducing the complex problem of locating a saddle point to the more robust minimization of the energy on a seam between two hypersurfaces ( Figure 1 ). The SEAM method delivers transition state geometries, and energies that differ from the true barrier by the constant term E 12 , and is therefore well suited to determination of relative energies of isoparametric transition states. Transition state force fields. The second group includes the transition state force fields (TSFF) which describe the TS as an energy minimum. A TSFF is fitted specifically to describe the transition state and therefore, unlike EVB, does not describe the entire potential energy surface with a single set of parameters. TSFF have been used for 30 years to describe relative reactivity 29 and kinetic isotope effects. 30 More systematic efforts started by Williams 31 and Houk 32 led to a number of reaction specific transition state force fields for a variety of reactions of small molecules that were manually fitted against structures, relative energies and partial charges from quantum mechanical calculations of small molecules. 33 Because a relatively small data set is used to fit a significant number of adjustable parameters in the generation of the TSFF, this method has been criticized for overfitting, most notably by Menger et al., who showed that parameters obtained from a random number generator in their program FUDGIT performed similarly to a TSFF fitted against a small quantum mechanical training set. 34 Although this notion was rejected based on a more detailed analysis, 35 overfitting is a potential problem, which could lead to many possible solutions for the force field parameters that could reproduce the small training set, but do not have predictive value beyond that. Bond-breaking force fields. A method that to some extent bridges the two classes is ReaxFF. 36 This approach aims at describing reactants, products, and the transition states linking them with a single force field based on ideas derived from the central force concept. 37 ReaxFF uses an essentially nonbonded approach to develop a general bond-order dependent potential 38 with parameters that depend only on the atom but not on the chemical environment. The most common applications of ReaxFF are in the areas of materials science, heterogeneous catalysis, and complex reaction mechanisms, but there have been relatively few applications to computational biophysics. 39 True transition state force fields. Recently, Madarász et al. used the principles of parameterization of transition state force fields but allowed negative force constants for bonds forming and/or breaking in the reaction, thus producing a "true transition state force field" (TTSFF) with the correct negative curvature at the TS. 40 A TTSFF has the advantage compared to a TSFF that the shape of the TS region can be modeled accurately. The resulting force field will respond correctly to distortions along the reaction coordinate imposed by steric interactions, as opposed to the behavior in a TSFF. 41 However, a significant drawback is the absence of energy minima on the PES. With a negative force constant, the energy will go toward negative infinity as the system moves away from the TS on the reaction coordinate. This will prohibit the use of common methods of conformational searching. We envision that TTSFF could be used in conjunction with a regular TSFF after a conformational search, to refine the obtained structures to a true TS. Model potential and ACE. In conjunction with the work on EVB, Warshel and coworkers also developed a simpler model potential, a weighted average between the reactant and product force field: E = (1-λ)E 1 + λE 2 , where λ is a reaction coordinate. 20 The model potential will have an energy minimum that moves smoothly from reactant to product as λ is increased from 0 to 1. The original use of the model potential was to allow use of molecular dynamics (MD) at intermediate geometries, including the transition state. The energies for such intermediate geometries would then be obtained from the regular EVB expression. However, Moitessier and coworkers realized that for a specific λ, close to 0.5 for a thermoneutral reaction, the model potential would have the properties of a TSFF, and could be used similarly. This has become the basis of the ACE (asymmetric catalyst evaluation) method, 42 which has been implemented as a general method of locating approximate transition states for reactions where reactant and product force fields are available. ACE has also been modified with TS-specific parameters to describe interactions that are absent in both product and reactant.
Historical background to Q2MM
In the late 1980's and early 1990's, we had become interested in computational methods to predict reaction stereoselectivity, particularly in the burgeoning field of asymmetric catalysis. At that time, quantum mechanical (QM) methods were greatly limited. The standard in the field was the Hartree-Fock method (HF) with a small double-ζ-valence basis set (e.g., 3-21G*), which was limited in accuracy as well as in the size of systems that could be addressed with the supercomputers of the time. 43 For systems containing transition metals (including many of the successful chiral catalysts), more accurate methods such as MP2 or higher were needed. However, the accuracy came at an unacceptable expense; it was not feasible to do calculations on a transition metal with a ligand sphere including a dozen or more atoms. The emerging field of Density Functional Theory (DFT) was showing significant promise in terms of scalability, but it would be another decade before such methods could be directly applied to finding reaction barriers for systems large enough to enable prediction of stereoselectivity. More importantly, it was clear early on that HF and DFT methods had an Achilles heel that is particularly important for the field of asymmetric induction; it lacked a proper description of van der Waals (vdW) forces. Any method that only describes a static equilibrium position of electrons around the nuclei, such as HF or DFT, can only properly describe repulsive vdW forces. Attractive components, such as London dispersion, arise out of instantaneous non-equilibrium electron distributions, requiring correlated wave function theory (WFT) or equivalent approaches ( Figure 2 ). 44 Figure 2. Dispersion. Of the possible distorted electron clouds, the attractive ones have higher population than repulsive ones, leading to a net attractive force even in systems without a ground state dipolar interaction.
Dispersion can easily be modeled by a simple analytic function with the leading term r -6 , where r is the distance between two atomic nuclei. By including such terms, molecular mechanics (MM) methods have long been able to describe supramolecular interactions. More recently, this type of empirical correction has been used together with DFT calculations 45 , but at the time we initiated our studies, only MM methods were able to model vdW interactions for reasonably sized systems with acceptable accuracy.
In asymmetric synthesis, stereoselectivity generally is determined by the energy difference between diastereomeric transition states. The differences in barriers leading to enantiomeric products are primarily due to non-bonded interactions between substituents. Understanding and predicting stereoselectivity requires an accurate representation of vdW forces. Early experimental 46 and theoretical 47 studies of the osmium-catalyzed asymmetric dihydroxylation (AD, recognized by the Nobel Prize in 2001) highlighted the extreme influence of attractive vdW forces on both rate and selectivity in the reaction. Our earliest attempts to derive computational selectivity models, in the field of Pdassisted allylation, focused on relative energies of high energy (η 3 -allyl)Pd intermediates modeled using ground state force fields. It was expected that the interactions found in these models would be reflected in the selectivity-determining transition states. 48 Later efforts included TS-relevant constraints and MM-derived descriptors to make a QSARmodel for the reaction. 49 Such models allowed rationalization of the underlying causes for observed selectivities, but as with all QSAR-style models, the dependence on a training set of pre-determined experimental selectivities, and the risks inherent in predictions outside the training set motivated us to move towards fully mechanism-based models. We were inspired by the elegance of TSFF approaches (vide supra), but were aware of the problems in fitting numerous parameters to a small number of experimental selectivities. Houk and coworkers had shown that structural parameters (bonds and angles) could be estimated from QM-calculated model systems. 33 The group of Hagler had demonstrated how force constants could be determined using QM-calculated Hessian data (i.e., the matrix of second derivatives of the energy with respect to Cartesian coordinates, calculated for vibrational analysis). 50 However, it was not a priori clear that Hessian data could be utilized to derive a TSFF. The local curvature is fully determined by the Hessian, and at a TS, a QM Hessian will, by definition, contain a negative curvature in the direction of the reaction coordinate. Using such a Hessian in parameterization of a force field will by necessity result in a saddle point with at least one negative force constant (a "true transition state force field" (TTSFF), 40 vide supra), and any attempt to use such a force field in a standard conformational search with energy minimization will diverge. The inherent convergence problems in the required transition state optimization will thus make conformational searches with current methodologies intractable. The potential energy surface of a TSFF must be positive definite at the stationary point to allow full conformational sampling. Our solution to this problem was to modify the QM data to make the Hessian positive definite. This is easily accomplished by diagonalization (as done automatically by standard QM software in a vibrational analysis), replacement of the single negative eigenvalue with a large positive value, and reformation of a modified Hessian, which will now be positive definite. 8, 51 A similar procedure had earlier been used by Dasgupta and Goddard to improve the Hessian by replacing eigenvalues derived at a low level of theory with experimental values (Figure 3 ). 52 Figure 3 . Eigenmode modification to transform a saddle point into an energy minimum where the reacting coordinate (red) is modified to a positive curvature while the curvature of all other coordinates (blue) are retained.
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Using the modified Hessian as reference data, and in-house optimization routines to ensure the closest possible fit in a force field model, 53 the force field will now be positive definite and will represent the TS as an energy minimum, allowing application of standard methods for conformational searching.
There will now be sufficient data from small QM model systems to allow a unique determination of each required new parameter for the TSFF. This technique marks the starting point for our Q2MM method, where a TSFF is derived solely from QM model calculations and thus can be applied in a purely predictive fashion to selectivities in asymmetric synthesis. More recently, we have introduced an alternative technique to avoid the modification to an arbitrary eigenvalue for the reaction coordinate. Instead, we extract all eigenvectors with positive eigenvalues from the diagonalization of the QM Hessian (excluding the reaction coordinate, the 3 translations and 3 rotations), and multiply these onto the MM Hessian. This produces a matrix of size 3N-7 (where N is the number of atoms), which is compared to the diagonal matrix of QM eigenvalues. Deviations between the two matrices are summed into an objective function to be minimized during parameterization. 54 This will produce a positive definite force field, now with fewer artifacts from the enforced positive eigenvalue (the force constants can now achieve "natural" values), but the softer mode can instead introduce undesired distortions along the reaction coordinate. 41
Deriving Q2MM force fields
Parameterization guided by quantum data, as implied in the name Q2MM, allows for a truly predictive method, where the training set is obtained from electronic structure calculations. To develop a TSFF, a thorough mechanistic study is needed to determine the TS of interest ( Figure 4 ). This typically requires DFT calculations of TSs that are supported by experiments. 
Model System Selection
Once a mechanism is accepted to be operative and a TS geometry is determined, the training set can be developed from small model systems. A general principle is to start from a validated TS for an experimentally relevant system in the mechanistic study, and reduce the size to the smallest possible analog that will capture the geometrical features of the TS. In the example of the Ru-catalyzed ketone hydrogenation ( Figure  5 ), the atoms colored in green are electronically far from the TS and are not influenced by bond breaking/forming so they are not needed in a small model system. The simplest possible model would use formaldehyde for the carbonyl, two NH 3 ligands to represent the diamine, and two PH 3 ligands for the diphosphine. However, the small model must be inspected for interactions that would not be present in a "real" system. For example, if the PH 3 moiety acts as a hydrogen bond donor in the calculation, it might be necessary to replace it with PMe 3 instead. Likewise, if the formaldehyde "tilts" in the TS, it might not be a reasonable representation of ketones, and acetone should instead be used. When the smallest possible system has been defined and validated, it is necessary to expand the training set to include larger systems in order for all parameters needed in the final force field to be represented. This is done one subunit at a time as not to introduce DFT dispersion problems in the final force field (vide supra). In the current example, medium sized models with different diamines, phosphines, or ketone substituents were used, but only one at a time. It is necessary at each step to control for the introduction of spurious interactions. 
Data types from QM calculations
All of the data used in the parameterization are obtained from QM calculations of the model systems. These data include: energies, structural information, electrostatic potential, and the Hessian. The large amount of data allows for an overdetermined system which resolves the earlier criticism of overfitting. Data are collected by standard DFT methods using programs such as Gaussian 55 or Jaguar. 56 Heavier atoms, like transition metals, typically require a basis set that includes effective core potentials such as Lanl2DZ. All other atoms can use a standard valence double-ζ basis set, such as 6-31g*. Although vdW interactions are limited in the model systems, empirical dispersion corrections can be used to account for relevant interactions.
Relative energies can play an important role since they are dependent on every parameter. It is important to stress the use of relative energies, since only relative energies of isoparameteric systems are comparable (e.g. diastereomeric TSs) in FFs.
Model systems must be optimized to TSs yielding structural information such as bond lengths, angles, and torsions. The ability for a TSFF to reproduce the geometry at the TS is necessary to accurately describe distortions due to steric interactions.
Nonbonded interactions are the main contribution in differentiating between stereoisomers. For this reason, electrostatics play an important role. Most force fields describe electrostatics as monopoles (atomic point charges), or dipoles along bonds. Therefore partial charge calculations on the model systems are needed. Due to the default parameters within a force field, users should be aware which charge schemes reproduce similar charges. For example, the ChelpG fitting procedure produces systematically similar charges to those used in the MM3* FF. It is important to keep in mind the limitations of different charge schemes. For example, the ChelpG procedure fits partial charges to the electrostatic potential (ESP) at the surface of the structure. As a result, atoms buried inside the structure may end up with nonsensical values.
Importantly, the Q2MM method is distinct from other parameterization methods because of the treatment of the Hessian. Reasonably, these should be heavily weighted to ensure proper description of the local TS. The Hessian typically accounts for the largest portion of available data during parameterization. As previously discussed, two methods can be used to fit these data: a MM Hessian fitted to a modified QM Hessian, or a MM eigenmatrix (diagonalized from MM Hessian and QM eigenvectors) fitted to an unmodified QM eigenmatrix.
Force field basics
Force fields were developed to quickly compute various properties of molecules by the summation of individual interactions within the molecule. The description of the individual interactions is broken down into the functional form and various parameters (e.g. force constants). The functional form of the interaction also affects the computational speed and accuracy. For example, AMBER force fields have been designed for molecular dynamics of biomolecules, where bonding interactions can be described by harmonic potentials (Eq. 2). 57 Alternatively, the force fields developed by Allinger (e.g. MM3 58 ) are accurate in describing energetics and dynamics of small organic molecules and use a Taylor expansion of Eq. 2 to approximate the anharmonicity of bond interactions. These two families of force fields and others have been parameterized to reproduce experimental data and therefore are intended to describe systems similar to the ones used as training sets. In the case of AMBER, parameters have been optimized to physical properties of biomolecules such as crystal structures. 57 Allinger's force fields have used spectroscopic data and heats of formation. 58 These subtleties play an important role in the selection of force field type in the development of a TSFF.
During the parameterization process, it is important to understand how interactions are described by the various parameters and how these parameters affect the reproduction of the reference data. The overall potential energy of a molecule can be broken down into the bonded and nonbonded interactions.
Eq. 2 or a Taylor expansion of Eq. 2 can be used to describe bond stretching and bending. The equilibrium bond length and angles are represented by ‫ݎ‬ , the value at which the potential energy of the interaction is at a global minimum. Additionally, some force fields will use bond dipoles to determine point charges, which can be dependent on the equilibrium bond length. The force constants, ݇, relate the displacement away from the equilibrium value to the potential energy. In well behaved cases, the equilibrium values relate directly to the geometries of the reference data, and the force constants can Please do not adjust margins Please do not adjust margins be described from the 1,2-and 1,3-interactions from the Hessian of the reference data. Reproduction of geometries can become linearly dependent on both force constants and equilibrium values if force constants are relatively low.
Force field terms describing bond angles can pose specific problems that needs to be considered. First, transition metals and TS-geometries often contain coordination geometries that require differentiation of angles. For example, ML 6 contains two types of L-M-L angles and therefore requires a means to differentiate between the cis-or trans-interaction. Different atom types can be used for coordination complexes where ligands can be differentiated (i.e. axial and equatorial). Another way is to use geometry-dependent parameters, which have been implemented in MacroModel. 59 Second, angles around a common central atom can be linearly dependent. If this is the case, several combinations of angle parameters that will enable reproduction of the geometry as well as vibrations are needed. As an example, the H-C-H angle in methane has an angle of 109.47°, and is easily reproduced in MM by using that value as an equilibrium bond angle with an appropriate force constant to reproduce vibrations. However, it can be equally well reproduced using an equilibrium angle of 180° and a much smaller force constant. Methods to address this issue during an optimization are discussed below, but in general the parameter set that produces the lowest strain energy is often more general and therefore transferable. The potential energy as a function of the rotation of a bond (i.e. a torsion) is periodic in nature and therefore described with a Fourier series as seen in equation (Eq. 3), where the ܸ terms are amplitudes for the angle ߱. These terms are closely related to force constants and affect reproduction of geometries and 1,4-interactions in the Hessian.
The nonbonded pairwise interactions are comprised of electrostatic and van der Waals (vdW) interactions. The simplest way to describe vdW interactions, used by many force fields, is the Lennard-Jones equation (Eq. 4), where ‫ݎ‬ is the pairwise distance between the atoms, ߝ is the depth of the potential, and ߪ is related to the equilibrium distance. More accurate force fields like MM3 use a form that is less repulsive at short range. 58 As for the electrostatic interactions, these are described from classical interactions of electric moments (e.g. monopoles, dipoles, etc.). Additionally, some modern force fields include polarizability terms to allow more dynamic electrostatic interactions. Both electrostatic and vdW interactions affect reproduction of 1,5-and higher interactions, and in some force fields softened potentials are used with 1,4-interactions. In addition to the Hessian, reproduction of partial charge data or electrostatic potentials is affected by these vdW parameters.
Several other parameters should also be considered, such as the out-of-plane bending and cross-term parameters. The out-of-plane bending can be handled in a variety of ways, but the use of an improper torsion is common. Regardless of the functional form, these parameters affect the reproducibility of Hessian elements. Stretch-bend, bend-bend, the various torsion cross terms and other common cross terms are often avoided to achieve the simplest and most general force field.
Defining the force field
One of the significant differences between electronic structure theory and molecular mechanics is the need for bond and atom types, which describe the connectivity of a molecule. In the context of common implementations of MM methods, differentiation of parameters is based on this connectivity. For example, different parameters will be assigned for a C sp2 -C sp2 single bond versus a double bond. Additionally, MM methods may introduce zero-order bonds, but evaluation of these interactions may differ from standard bond orders. Angleangle cross terms are not included, and 1,4-interactions are not softened in Macromodel's implementation of zero-order bonds.
When developing a TSFF, it is recommended to use bonding similar to the reactants and to incorporate zero-order bonds for bond forming/breaking interactions. Zero-order bonds can also be used for π-bonds to metals such as in allyl complexes. Aromatic rings that are π-bound to a metal have a variety of bonding descriptions, but we favor a metal-bound dummy atom that is zero-order bound to each of the vertices of the ring. 60 This has been shown to be the most realistic description of the structure and dynamics of these complexes, while the large parameter space can be handled by the automated parameterization in Q2MM.
The addition of new differentiated interactions will necessitate addition of new parameters to the force field. It is frequently necessary to override existing general parameters from the default force field that are not relevant to the new environment in which they are placed. In MacroModel, we favor adding all new parameters relevant to one type of metal complex or transition state in a substructure at the end of the force field text file, where the new parameters will override any other interactions that may have been assigned. A typical example is the angle around an atom that is rehybridized in the reaction studied. The bonding used in the TS model will define one hybridization, and a general parameter for that hybridization type is assigned, even if it may not be appropriate in the new context. In general, new parameters should be assigned to all new bonds and to all angles and torsions incorporating such a bond. Concurrently with adding new interactions and parameters, parameters are initialized to reasonable starting values. This provides an advantage in the optimization since fewer iterations should be required. As such, initial values for bond lengths and angles should be set to the average values obtained from the model systems. Force constants should initially be set to standard values, usually 5 mdyn/A and 0.5 mdyn/rad in MM3, for all bonds and angles, respectively.
Estimation of initial values for new parameters
Torsional amplitudes require a different approach. Due to 1,4-nonbonded interactions, amplitudes are typically fit to the full rotational profile of the torsion. Such a profile cannot be obtained if the torsion is part of ring systems or if specific values are required by the TS geometry. Additionally, the strong linear dependence of the ܸ terms (Eq. 3) introduces the potential for overparameterization. For these reasons, a single ܸ term is used initially and only in the case when other parameters are unable to account for this interaction are additional values added. These values should be initialized at relatively low values (near zero) as to not affect initial parameter optimization. Any additional parameters (cross terms, etc.) are, in general, rarely used and thus set to defaults or zero.
Of the two types of nonbonded interactions, only the electrostatic parameters are optimized. Electrostatic parameters are always fit first and therefore do not require any special initialization procedure. However, it should be noted that dipoles in a ring system have an infinite number of solutions, and thus one of the dipoles should be removed from the parameterization (default to zero). We emphasize avoiding the fitting of vdW parameters for a variety of reasons. First, both the electrostatic and vdW terms are linearly dependent with respect to the Hessian, and therefore multiple parameter sets can be acquired. As a result, it can be difficult to find the most accurate parameter set. Second, vdW interactions have been well defined for common force fields where individual radius and energy terms have been parameterized for each atom type. 58 Furthermore, fitting vdW parameters to data acquired from DFT methods is not advised (vide supra). 45 In addition to refining parameters of new interactions, some parameters that already exist in the force field may also need refinement. For example, bonds that are conjugated with the reaction center may require modification and should be evaluated on a case by case basis. If any bond is included in the parameters to be refined, angles including that bond should also be considered. The values of these parameters need not be reinitialized if they already exist in the force field. Similarly, any parameter can be initialized to values of related interactions that are already known. This includes borrowing values from typical ground state parameters or previously developed TSFFs.
Penalty function
Once parameters are added to the force field, they are refined by minimizing the penalty function, ߯ ଶ (Eq. 5). For a given data point, ‫ݔ‬ ° is the reference value (from QM model calculations), ‫ݔ‬ is the value calculated using the MM parameters and ‫ݓ‬ is a weight given to this type of data. The weight can be determined by a number of factors, such as the reliability of the data or the estimated importance to the final usage of the force field. Weights for geometric parameters are based on the acceptable error of crystal structures. Typical weights for bond lengths (±0.01 Å), angles (±0.5°), and torsions (±1°) are thus 100 Å -1 , 2°-1 , and 1° -1 , respectively. The two ways of fitting the Hessian matrix results in different ways of assigning the weight of the elements. The first method treats every matrix element the same and therefore assigns a global weight of 1 kJ/mol -1 Å -2 amu -1 . In early work, the weights were sometimes modified depending on the number of separating bonds, following Hagler and coworkers. 50 Our second, updated method contains three different types of eigenvalues. The offdiagonal elements of the QM eigenmatrix should be zero, where deviations in the MM eigenmatrix represent variance in vibrational modes between the MM and QM system. These are given a relatively low weight of 0.05 kJ/mol -1 Å -2 amu -1 . The diagonal elements should contain a single negative eigenvalue (reaction coordinate), which has a weight of zero, allowing for a "natural fit" of relevant parameters. 54 All other diagonal elements represent the other normal modes and are assigned a weight of 0.1 kJ/mol -1 Å -2 amu -1 . A good fit of the diagonal elements is what allows a Q2MM force field to represent the energy cost of distortions perpendicular to the reaction coordinate with high accuracy, an essential element for accurate predictions. Following this principle, a fully parameterized TSFF should ideally return a penalty value less than N, where N is the total number of data points. The weights can also be adjusted based on the number of data points of a given type. An example would be the very large number of Hessian data points used in determining force constants; where the weight is lowered to avoid overwhelming other types of data in the refinement. As a guideline, the total contributions from different types of data to the overall penalty function should be similar.
In addition to variance in reference data reproduction, the penalty function can be used to tether parameters. This is often used in the case of optimizing equilibrium angle parameters to achieve the lowest strain parameter set. Parameter tethering is the difference between the parameter value and a tethering value (e.g. observed average angle) using a low weight.
The penalty function is used to measure convergence of the automated numerical optimizations implemented in Q2MM. Parameter refinement will continue until the change in penalty function is negligible. Optimization methods include simplex, SVD, and other gradient based methods. Once the force field has been optimized, it can then undergo external validation where it is compared to experimental data.
In a simplified picture, if the response of data to parameters is monotonous and the parameters are independent, the penalty function should have only one optimum. This is obviously not the case; parameters can become dependent (vide infra). To address the problem of multiple minima of the penalty function, we follow a specific order of parameterization, and inspect the parameters at each Please do not adjust margins Please do not adjust margins step to identify physically unreasonable values, in particular for angle parameters.
Parameterization order
With all parameter types initialized, the optimization can then be carried out ( Figure 6 ). It is advisable to work with one parameter type at a time and closely monitor the results at the initial stages of parameter refinement. Since parameters are interrelated, the order in which the parametrization is performed may influence the quality of the force field produced. Additionally, breaking the procedure into two cycles can be beneficial. Figure 6 . Flow chart of the steps taken in the Q2MM method Cycle 1. As mentioned above, the first parameters that should be optimized are the electrostatic parameters. These parameters are mainly fit to QM partial charges, but a separate refinement round including Hessian data could be useful. Next, force constants for bonds and angles should be refined to the Hessian exclusively. Care should be taken to ensure that these force constants do not achieve very low values. Bond force constants below 1.0 mdyn/Å should be addressed, and they should never reach a value lower than 0.1 mdyn/Å. Low angle force constants can often be reasonable, but should never be lower than 0.1 mdyn/rad to avoid undue distortions in optimized structures. The equilibrium bond lengths and angles are optimized after the force constants. These parameters should be broken down into separate optimizations where they are fit to the reference bond lengths and angles, respectively. At this stage, it is crucial to pay attention to the values produced by the optimization.
Problematic parameters are often tethered to avoid exploring irrelevant parameter space (e.g. equilibrium angles should be tethered to avoid problems discussed earlier). After bond lengths and angles have been refined, users working with MacroModel are advised to run a second optimization of the electrostatic parameters, since these are represented by dipoles, which are influenced by the length of bonds that may have been changed since the initial optimization. The next stage is the refinement of proper and improper (out-of-plane) torsions. The ܸ terms can be optimized similarly to the electrostatic parameters, where initial refinement involves fitting to the reference torsion values followed by fitting to the Hessian. Finally, all other correction parameters (e.g. crossterms) should be fit to Hessian data. Relative energies can be included in parameter refinement as needed, however this may result in overfitting of parameters.
Cycle 2. The second cycle of optimization is used to further refine parameters and a possibility to add/remove some terms to improve the force field. The order of parameter types can be the same as in the first cycle, but the convergence criteria of the optimization should be decreased. By default, Q2MM will continue optimizing a parameter until the current score is within 10% of the score in the previous step of the procedure. However, in the second cycle, this threshold should be reduced to 1% to obtain better convergence. At this stage, problems with ill-defined parameters should be resolved. For example, a generic atom type could be split into two more specific ones. Improper torsional parameters and cross-terms can be considered as correction terms that should only be added to the parameterization after the core terms such as bond lengths and angles have been reasonably well converged.
Additional optimization cycles should be performed if necessary. Once a working version of the force field has been obtained, it is good practice to perform an analysis of parameters to identify deficiencies in parameter selection and topology. For example, the sensitivity of each parameter can be probed by arbitrarily increasing the convergence threshold in the optimization and verifying that the resulting values are similar to the initial ones. A global optimization could also be done but in practice seldom leads to better parameters.
Analyzing the training set data
After each parameterization refinement round, it is essential to analyze how well the objective of that particular round has been fulfilled and to understand the remaining deviations. As already stated, the penalty function should be smaller than N. This can frequently be achieved for ground state force fields, but in our experience, this level of accuracy will rarely be reached for a TSFF. Within Q2MM, each large remaining error is analyzed to evaluate whether it will have a serious influence on the final intended use of the force field. In this section, we will give examples of this type of judgement, based on data types, and how to address deviations that are judged to be unacceptable.
Parameter ranges. As part of the Newton-Raphson optimization, the sensitivity of the penalty function with respect to each parameter is determined. It is possible to utilize these data in a back-transformation to estimate how well determined each parameter is at the end of a refinement, where each parameter should be in a penalty function minimum. Arbitrary maximum allowed increases of the penalty function (typically 1% or less) are set, followed by calculation of the variation of the parameter that would result in this increase. 61 Evaluating this range of the parameter can, in some instances, determine if the inclusion of the parameter in the force field is justified. For example, if the range of a torsional parameter brackets the value zero, the use of the parameter is not justified. It could be set to zero and excluded from further refinement. Another example could be when separate parameters for bonds of the same type in different environments are used, but the ranges of the two parameter sets overlap. In this case, it could be easier to simplify the force field by merging the two parameters. Bonds. A general deviation that is bound to occur with any TSFF is that bond lengths connected to the reaction coordinate will vary strongly in different model QM calculations, and this variation cannot be reproduced by a TSFF. 41 Thus, such bonds will always show strong deviations even in final force fields. The best that can be done within the Q2MM method is to apply a high force constant to ensure all such bonds come out at approximately the same value. 54 For most other bonds, a close reproduction should be achievable. Alternatively, bonds have to be environment-dependent, and different parameter sets are used depending on the surrounding structure. This type of differentiation is easily realized in MacroModel using the substructure mechanism. Finally, it could be the case that the MM-and QMcalculated bond lengths of one specific type correlate well but with a slope different from 1. If the range is wide, this usually means that the same bond type is found in environments that differ strongly in imposed strain, and that the force constant needs modification. Generally, force constants should be set based on vibrational data, but in a case like this, it could be modified by changing the equilibrium value and force constant simultaneously. 61 
Angles.
In the post-refinement analysis of angles, equilibrium angle parameters that differ strongly from the average of observed values for that type or have force constants with unreasonably low values should be reevaluated. In such cases, it is generally advisable to reset the parameters to the initial values, apply tethering, and re-run the parameterization. This typically occurs if the bond angles couple with other angles that are set in the underlying force field but not included in the parameterization. In such cases, it can be beneficial to override the problematic parameters and determine new values for them in the new context.
Torsions. These parameters are not always easy to fit well. The available torsional parameters only allow for minima at certain angles, and the observed torsions are generally strongly influenced by nonbonded interactions. Torsional parameters should be motivated by underlying physical interactions. If parameters vary to physically implausible values, the error should frequently be sought in the nonbonded interactions instead.
Hessian data. As opposed to observables such as bonds, where generally only lengths of the parameters for the bond that is being refined are compared, Hessian data from QM and MM calculations are compared for the entire molecule. This can be done using a transformation to QM eigenvectors, 54 which simplifies the analysis. Inspection of the normal mode vibration corresponding to each eigenvalue informs whether deviations arise from force constants included in the refinement or not. Large MM values for off-diagonal elements (which should be zero if the eigenvectors correspond perfectly between QM and MM) indicate whether cross-terms are needed. In MM3, a stretch-bend term can be included if the off-diagonal element connecting a stretching and a bending vibration gives a large deviation in the post-refinement analysis.
Comparison to experimental validation set
A TSFF force field is intended to predict relative rates for the formation of stereoisomers. We intentionally do not use any experimental data in the force field refinement stage but rather validate by calculating selectivities and comparing to experiments. Comparisons are best done on the energy scale, equivalent to the ln(e.r.) scale, where we expect errors to be similar over the entire range of selectivities (vide infra). Computationally, the potential energies from all calculated transition states are Boltzmann averaged for all paths leading to one isomer. This determines the ratio between isomers. From this final ratio, we calculate the energy difference, and compare to the experimental energy difference calculated similarly from the experimental ratio.
In earlier implementations, this was sometimes simplified by selecting only the lowest energy conformer leading to each isomer. The two procedures give very similar results, but the Boltzmann summation has the advantage of also including conformational entropy in the final energy difference, making it more directly comparable to the experimental free energy differences.
Q2MM Standard usage
We have recently reviewed the standard usage of Q2MM, 9 so only a brief summary will be given here. Applications beyond standard usage are covered in a separate section. Three of the reactions we have studied fall under this standard usage heading:
• Osmium-catalyzed asymmetric dihydroxylation. 62 • Rhodium-catalyzed asymmetric hydrogenation of enamides.
63
• Ruthenium-catalyzed hydrogenation of ketones. 64 Our main applications have focused on selectivity, not reaction rate, and the stereoselecting step studied is not necessarily the rate limiting one. In the presence of a chiral, enantiopure catalyst (generally derived from combining a transition metal with a chiral ligand), the transition states leading to enantiomeric products will be diastereomeric, and Please do not adjust margins Please do not adjust margins the relative energies of the transition states will determine the ratio of products. In all three cases, the mechanism had already been characterized by QM methods, and the stereodetermining step had been identified. We have traditionally derived parameters from small model systems calculated using a standard DFT functional such as B3LYP 65 with a double-ζ quality basis set, in vacuo, and compared to MM calculations for identical systems run under the same conditions (vide supra). The type of QM method used to locate the selectivity-determining transition state could vary with the type of mechanism study, but a discussion of the pros and cons of different functionals for different mechanism types is beyond the scope of this review. We note that the ability of a DFT-derived Q2MM force field to reproduce experimental data in itself is a validation that the mechanism of the underlying DFT study is correct. We have used this argument to validate the mechanism of the osmium-catalyzed dihydroxylation, 62 as well as to choose the selectivity-determining step for the Rhcatalyzed enamide hydrogenation. 63 For each force field, internal validation verifies that we have introduced sufficient parameters to reproduce key QM data. An external test set is gathered from published experimental examples, preferably including both low and high selectivities. Finding a suitable set of experimental data can sometimes be challenging because of a bias towards publishing the most selective results without including lower selectivities. For all entries in the test set, a prediction is calculated by performing a full conformational search on each substrate-ligand combination, usually via a combined Monte Carlo/low mode conformational search. This is a key step; failures in reproducing experimental data at early stages of development can frequently be traced to insufficient conformational searches that have been unable to locate all contributing paths.
At the end, a Boltzmann summation over all conformers leading to each stereoisomer of the product yields the final predicted difference in energy of the transition state ensembles, from which enantiomeric excess can be derived. We can also obtain a final energy difference from the expression ∆E = RTln(e.r.). The Boltzmann summation is based on potential energies from the force field, ignoring any contributions from differences in vibrational entropies. However, the final energy (∆E) has some character of free energy, since a conformational entropy term is accounted for by the summation. The final results, based on the three reactions considered here, can be seen in Figure 7 . The solid diagonal is not a fitted line, but a representation of perfect correspondence. In energy terms, the average error is 2.8 kJ/mol (R 2 =0.82), with errors evenly distributed over the range. Note that due to the exponential relationship between energy and product ratio, a constant error term in energy will correspond to a constant factor of ca. 3 for e.r. This is accurate enough to be useful in an experimental context; a system that has been predicted to have an e.e. of 99% will on average be observed in the range 97%-99.7% in the lab, whereas a prediction of 0% e.e. would be expected to have an experimental e.e.<50%. If the experimentalist's primary goal is to identify a top-performing catalyst, there would be little reason to experimentally test the cases for which low selectivity is predicted where the numerical error in e.e. might seem large.
Scope of a Q2MM force field
A Q2MM force field is valid for one particular reaction. New parameters have been defined for a reaction core consisting of all atoms and bonds that are unknown in the underlying ground state force fields. For example, the Rhcatalyzed hydrogenation is defined for a reaction core including the enamide, and will not be valid for other types of alkenes. The Ru-catalyzed hydrogenation is more general with respect to the substrate, but limited to catalysts with two coordinating phosphines and two coordinating amines. Changing the nature of atoms or bonds in the core will require deriving a new force field.
Each force field is derived for a selected set of substrates (and ligands). Other substrates can easily be used directly as long as they can be calculated by the underlying ground state force fields but changes close to the reaction center may require optimization of a small number of new parameters. For example, the dihydroxylation force field was derived for tertiary amine ligands on Os. To allow pyridine ligands, parameters for an sp 2 -nitrogen bound to the metal, as well as angles and torsions including this bond, would need to be added to the force field, but the reaction core including the alkene and osmium tetroxide could probably be used without modification. In the same reaction, parameters were derived for alkyl and aryl substituents on the reacting alkene, but even a simple benzyl substituent uses a few low quality, generic angle parameters from the underlying MM3* force field. Improving the results for such substrates would require refinement of a few parameters.
Challenges to Q2MM
Like all force field methods, Q2MM comes with a number of inherent limitations in scope. Most importantly, force field comparisons are only valid for comparing two structures that have the exact same types of atoms and bonds. In a general sense, these comparisons are called isodesmic, but when applied to force fields, we use the term isoparametric: the same number of parameters of each type must be used for the two systems being compared. This generally limits the usage to comparisons of conformers or stereoisomers. Additionally, when transition states are approximate as an energy minimum, results can deteriorate if the transition state structure is not relatively rigid and constant. Shifts of the transition state along the reaction coordinate, for example when subjected to extreme steric hindrance, are not captured by an energy minimum model. 40, 41 However, in the two decades since the invention of the Q2MM method, 8 many of these limitations have served as challenges to overcome. In this section, we will summarize some of the lessons learned from these attempts.
Loose transition states (i): dialkylzinc addition to aldehydes
One of the most intensely studied of the early asymmetric reactions was addition of diethylzinc to benzaldehyde, catalyzed by chiral amino alcohols. The mechanism, as revealed in a seminal computational study by Yamakawa and Noyori, 66 features a bifunctional alkyl-zinc-alcoholate complex bringing together an aldehyde substrate with a dialkylzinc reagent in a tricyclic transition state (Figure 8 ). The original study, as well as later contributions, 67 revealed several plausible transition state geometries, which could become accessible as reaction components change. A Q2MM force field was derived based on model calculations for 17 tricyclic transition states. 68 Due to the variable nature of coordination around the two metal atoms, fitting of force field parameters was unusually challenging. Extensive harmonic tethering, especially of angular parameters, was required to derive a model that could reproduce the training set acceptably while retaining physically sensible values for all parameters.
The final force field was tested on ten diverse combinations of four aldehyde substrates and seven amino alcohol ligands. Gratifyingly, the final force field could identify the preferred enantiomer in all cases, but the numerical accuracy was lower than we have achieved for mono-metallic catalysts (Figure 7) . The mean unsigned error over all test examples was 4.3 kJ/mol. The accuracy was good enough to allow an identification of which of three possible pathways can contribute to the minor enantiomer for each ligand, information that is important in the design of improved ligand systems. Figure 8 Dialkyl zinc addition to aldehydes.
Loose transition states (ii): Mukaiyama aldol reaction
It is generally assumed that high stereoselectivity requires multiple close contacts between the substrate(s) and the chiral inducer. However, the Mukaiyama aldol reaction of an aldehyde, a silyl enol ether, and a boron catalyst proceeds through an open TS with only one strong contact between the two substrates (the forming C-C bond) and one contact with the chiral inducer (an O-B coordination of the aldehyde electrophile to the catalyst). 15 In addition, due to the open nature of the TS, the reaction undergoes a strong charge shift. Three neutral components come together and generate a complex that consists of a negative boronate at one end and a positive silyl cation at the other end ( Figure 9 ). In a later stage, the silyl group is transferred, liberating a neutral boron catalyst and a neutral silyl ether product. Modeling a reaction coordinate that involves a separation of charge is challenging for all methods. Figure 9 Mukaiyama aldol reaction A Q2MM model was developed and applied to a model reaction. From extensive conformational searching, it was possible to identify a non-classical hydrogen bond that contributed secondary interactions, stabilizing one isomer preferentially. However, due to the aforementioned challenges, it was not possible to achieve a quantitatively correct model given that calculated selectivities differed from the experimental values by ca. 6-8 kJ/mol. Using the Q2MM force field as a conformational search tool, starting structures for DFT optimizations were generated because single point DFT calculations using Q2MM did not offer any improvement. These structures were excellent starting points for TS optimizations, allowing for a reliable and fast location of a number of transition state conformations using DFT. The DFT structures confirmed the secondary interactions identified by Q2MM and gave a close agreement for the diastereoselectivity of the reaction. Disappointingly, the combination of methods did not allow a correct identification of the preferred path to the minor enantiomer because the enantioselectivity was overestimated by >10 kJ/mol. We hypothesize that the best TS for the minor enantiomer may exist in the Q2MM conformational search, but due to the inaccuracies of Q2MM Please do not adjust margins Please do not adjust margins for this challenging TS, it is above the energy cutoff for selecting starting structures for DFT optimization.
Multiple selectivity-determining steps: the HWE reaction
One of the basic tenets of force field calculations is that comparisons of structures with different bonding gives undefined results, since the difference in bond dissociation energy is ignored by most force fields. A corollary in Q2MM should be that reactions for which the results are influenced by multiple transition states should be out of scope. However, the first Q2MM application addressed a reaction with two potentially selectivity-determining steps: the asymmetric Horner-Wadsworth-Emmons reaction. 51 In this reaction, an enantiopure phosphonate reagent is added to a racemic aldehyde, creating an intermediate with two additional stereogenic centers. The subsequent elimination is diastereospecific, eliminating the newly created stereocenters but yields an alkene where the E/Z selectivity is determined by the relative stereochemistry in the preceding intermediate. Both transition states had been found to have similar energies, 69 and therefore it was not a priori clear which of them would be selectivity determining ( Figure 10 ). Force fields were created for both transition states with the initial aim to test the selectivity in each TS and to compare computational and experimental results. It became clear that both transition states exert an influence on the final selectivity. With the additional stereocenters available in the intermediate, the reaction proceeds through eight diastereomerically distinct paths, each with multiple contributing conformations. If either of the two subsequent transition states on a path has a high energy, the addition will be blocked and revert to starting materials. The energy ranking within each type of transition state could be determined accurately from the force fields, but the relative energy of the two classes of transition states had to be obtained from other sources.
To further complicate matters, the unknown correction for the relative energies of the two types of transition states must be assumed to be distinct for each substrate. One option was to determine a correction factor by taking one conformation from each type of TS and determine the actual relative energy by high level QM calculations. However, at the time of this work (before the advent of dispersion corrections), QM methods were neither fast nor accurate enough for this approach to be practical. Instead, the unknown energy correction was used as a fitting parameter, varied to achieve the best possible correspondence with experimental selectivities.
For this approach to be successful, there must exist a combination of the two classes of transition states that matches experiments. Furthermore, each experiment yields three distinct selectivities (E/Z ratio and enantiomeric ratio for each alkene isomer), and all three selectivities must arise from the same model using only one energy correction. The final model yielded a mean unsigned error of 1.6 kJ/mol. Gratifyingly, the energy corrections were found to vary with the bulk of the reagent, increasing the energy of the more compact elimination TS more for the bulkier systems, as expected.
We note that when used in this mode with experimental data as anchor points in the evaluation, the model is no longer truly predictive. As with most computational studies, the main use is to reveal the factors influencing selectivity and to generate an in-depth understanding that will aid future development. This will be sufficient for many applications, but for a truly predictive method, it is necessary to find an independent means to relate the two types of transition states to each other. The most obvious would be to use the Q2MM force fields as search tools to generate the best conformations for each TS and then to compare them to each other at an appropriate QM level. It should be stressed that each TS must be reoptimized with the chosen QM method in the manner employed for the Mukaiyama reaction (vide supra). Due to the known inability of Q2MM force fields to reproduce distortions along the reaction coordinate, 41 (vide supra) single point calculations using Q2MM geometries are not reliable for generation of accurate energies. 67 
Figure 11 Isodesmic comparison of two dihydroxylation reactions

Addressing relative reactivity: isodesmic dihydroxylation reactions
Computational predictions in general become more accurate when the chemical difference between two systems being compared is minimized. In particular, isodesmic comparisons can be done successfully using relatively low levels of theory. 43 An isodesmic comparison is generally implemented as an exchange reaction (not necessarily chemically realistic) where exactly the same bond and atom types are present on both sides of the equilibrium. For chemical reaction rates, isodesmic comparisons are generally based on a pseudo-equilibrium where a transition state for one substrate plus a ground state for a second substrate is compared to a state where the two substrates have changed position ( Figure 11 ). For comparisons using force fields, the requirements are more stringent; the comparison must be isoparameteric. The same number of all parameters must be used on both sides of the equilibrium. The concept of isodesmic comparisons for relative rates of reactions has been tested using Q2MM methods for the asymmetric dihydroxylation reaction (AD). Using a force field that was originally developed to reproduce the stereoselectivity of the reaction 62 (Figure 7) , the relative dihydroxylation rates of isomeric trisubstituted alkenes were predicted. 70 All comparisons were isodesmic but not fully isoparametric; there were minor differences in which angle and torsional parameters were utilized by the different substrates. For example, for three different dimethyl styrenes, two substrates would have a Me-C(sp 2 )-Ph angle, whereas the remaining substrate would have a Me-C(sp 2 )-Me angle. Despite these differences, the predictions were highly successful, reproducing the relative rates of the different substrates with an accuracy similar to what was obtained for the stereoselectivity predictions. It could be shown that the relative rates depended mainly on the ability of the ligand to stabilize the substrate by nonbonded interactions, in line with earlier kinetic studies. 46 The results also allowed an update on the selectivity mnemonic for the AD reaction with a full rationalization of which parts of the ligand caused each interaction represented by the mnemonic.
Reactions in enzymes: P450 reactivity
The most common application of force fields has historically been biomolecules. 71 -74 Their sheer sizes make them impractical to treat the entire system with quantum mechanics, especially on the timescales relevant for addressing biological questions. The force fields that are used for proteins are all used to simulate the ground state and by their nature cannot be used to analyze chemical events. Traditionally, this problem has been overcome by the use of QM/MM models, which model the active site using QM methods, and the rest of the enzyme using MM. 75, 76 The implicit assumption is that the ground state structure of the enzyme is essentially the same conformation that the protein adopts in the transition state, which is not necessarily the case. Even in the ground state of some proteins, small changes in chemical bonds can result in significant changes in conformational preferences. 77 Q2MM has been expanded to develop a TSFF for the cytochrome P450 (CYP) family of enzymes, which are hemecontaining proteins participating in many biological oxidations proceeding via electron transfer pathways. 78 Oxidation by P450 is a complex mechanism, but as long as the selectivity determining step can be ascribed to a single type of TS on one spin surface, it is amenable to TS theory and to modeling by Q2MM force fields. The derived TSFF enabled docking of multiple substrates in multiple conformations. Traditional docking procedures have used ground-state molecules and reaction centers, whereas a Q2MM TSFF selectively looks for substrates that bind to the oxoferryl group in the transition state for this system. This provides a more accurate assessment of the reaction center and aids in a better chemical understanding of the active site. In humans, there are almost 60 genes for CYPs, but the superfamily of monooxygenases have a highly conserved active site, 79 which is ideal for parameterization ( Figure 12 ). CYPs have also been found to be responsible for 75% of Phase I drug metabolism, making them important topics in pharmaceutical research. 80, 81 The initial parameterization was based on the DFT optimized structures of 24 organic substrates with 14 compounds in the training set ( Figure 12 ), and 10 compounds in the validation set. The force field on which the parameters were based was the General Amber Force Field (GAFF) in conjunction with the antechamber program in the Amber suite to ensure that atom types were as general as possible. 82 Figure 12 Top: Small molecule organic training set for a general CYP active site TSFF. Specific reacting carbons highlighted in red. Bottom: Substrates studied with the considered carbon atoms indicated.
The minimization of the penalty function is similar to that of small molecules. The deviation of geometries and Hessian elements between the DFT and MM data is nearly identical, but the structural data and start files for MM minimization needed to be altered due to the differences in the Amber FF and program. The most significant change stemmed from the need to modify the nmode module in the Amber program in order to write the forces and the mass-weighted Hessian matrix to a designated file.
Please do not adjust margins
Please do not adjust margins The TSFF could reproduce the geometries of the validation set to a high accuracy, especially around the heme ring given the similarity between the structures. The largest discrepancies occurred for the dihedrals to the substrate and to the cysteine ligand. While the geometries were similar, the MM optimized structures gave poor energetic results when they were not re-optimized using DFT. The substrates were the largest source of the error even though they were not reparameterized from their GAFF values, and caused a discrepancy of about 7-22 kJ/mol, with the overall error around 14-37 kJ/mol compared to DFT.
Despite this error in energy, the Q2MM TSFF can be used to determine if a substrate can sterically fit into the active site and could be a substrate of the enzyme. To test this force field for docking specific drugs, progesterone and flunitrazepam were studied 83 (Figure 12 ).
The drugs were manually docked into the active site in a reasonable conformation with the reactive hydrogen atom close to the oxoferryl group. This complex was then minimized keeping the protein and heme group fixed and allowing the substrate to move. This was followed with a full conformational analysis of the substrates by rotating the four rotatable bonds (Fe-O, O-H, H-C, and C17-C20). These structures were optimized using molecular mechanics with the protein and heme group fixed. The lowest energy structure from this search was used for analysis for binding and estimation of the binding affinities.
The conformational sampling gave qualitatively sufficient results and provides better predictions for sites of metabolism by CYPs than the scoring with GOLD program and metabolic predictions by MetaSite. 84 , 85 The errors in the energy mentioned above often translates into incorrect ranking of sites for different CYPs. Given that the Q2MM force field energies cannot be compared to the ground state force fields used in other software, the results were compared by the number of misses for the various sp 3 carbons. In all cases but one, the Q2MM force field correctly predicted the misses, and was significantly better than the common docking software in use at the time.
Outlook
Improved methods
Over the years, the main focus of Q2MM development has been on the principles of developing force fields. The parameterization package has been advanced to the "good enough" level, but could be further improved. At the current stage, the logical next step is to make the Q2MM package more efficient while still delivering the same quality of force fields. These steps include replacing some of the numerical differentiation steps with analytical expressions, implementing a conjugate gradient optimizer, and developing a package for automated initialization of new force fields, including initial parameter estimation.
Addressing the reaction coordinate response
The major advantages of the TSFF method when derived using Q2MM are the ability to search for reaction paths using reliable conformational search tools and the accuracy of the energy response to distortions perpendicular to the reaction coordinate. However, displacements along the reaction coordinate are not correctly represented. 8 Other techniques, such as EVB and SEAM, will allow a proper reaction coordinate response. An obvious extension is therefore that the Q2MM structures could be refined using either of these techniques. An option that may be even better is to employ ACE, which could conceivably be reparametrized at the TS to give a performance similar to Q2MM, and also allow explorations along the reaction coordinate.
QSAR reactivity models based on Q2MM
QSAR-based reactivity models (QSRR) have reemerged as a very promising technique in supporting reaction development. 12 However, most such models are based on data derived at the ground state. We have previously shown that a force field model of transition states (a predecessor of Q2MM) can deliver data that is useful in building QSRR models. 86 We envision that full Q2MM models could deliver information about the transition state useful in QSRR or machine learning models, enabling us to go beyond the force field limitation to isomers only and starting to address reactivity.
Conclusions
Over the last two decades, Q2MM force fields have been used to extrapolate from QM calculations to prediction of experimental stereoselectivities with an accuracy that is at this point unmatched by any other approach. The major factors contributing to the success are:
• Basing the transition state force fields on an accurate underlying ground state force field working from physically sound principles. • Closely reproducing DFT transition states for model systems that are small enough not to suffer from errors due to lack of dispersion or solvation.
•
Representing the transition state as an energy minimum, allowing a complete determination of all contributing pathways through efficient conformational searching. The Q2MM package providing the functionalities discussed in this contribution are, together with the validated force fields derived by Q2MM, available to the scientific community free of charge at github.com/q2mm. Use of these TSFFs to accurately predict the stereoselectivity of a wide range of reactions and the ability to quickly generate new force fields for reactions of interest using Q2MM provides an important new tool for the organic chemistry community that is an important step towards the "Holy Grail" of predictive computational modeling in catalysis.
